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A numerical model for a clamp-on transit-time ultrasonic flowmeter (TTUF) under multi-phase flow
conditions is presented. The method solves equations of linear elasticity for isotropic heterogeneous
materials with background flow where acoustic media are modelled by setting shear modulus to
zero. Spatial derivatives are calculated by a Fourier collocation method allowing the use of the
fast Fourier transform and time derivatives are approximated by a finite difference scheme. This
approach is sometimes referred to as a pseudospectral time-domain method. Perfectly matched
layers are used to avoid wave-wrapping and staggered grids are implemented to improve stability
and efficiency. The method is verified against exact analytical solutions and the effect of the time-
staggering and associated lowest number of points per minimum wavelengths value is discussed.
The method is then employed to model a complete TTUF measurement setup to simulate the effect
of a flow profile on the flowmeter accuracy and a study of an impact of inclusions in flowing media
on received signals is carried out.

Keywords: Fourier collocation; Ultrasonic propagation ; Flow measurement; Two-phase flow; Elas-
ticity

1. Introduction

Transit-time ultrasonic flowmeters (TTUF) are devices that enable noninvasive fluid flow

rate measurement based on difference of times it takes an ultrasonic beam to cross the pipe

1
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when propagating with and against the flow. They can be either mounted directly into a

pipeline or clamped-on from the outside. Moreover, flowing media can consist of two or more

substances so the ultrasonic beam has to cross multiple solid-solid, solid-fluid and fluid-fluid

interfaces. This affects the measurement signal significantly and it is not trivial to derive

an analytical model for such setups. There have been several approaches published to this

problem among the more commonly used are ray-tracing algorithms1,2 which, however do

not account for diffraction, or finite difference (FD)3 and finite element methods (FEM)4

where the wave theory is employed through solving the linearized Euler equations (acoustic

media) or the equations of linear elasticity (solid media). These methods showed good results

but suffer from high memory demands as they require a relatively high number of points per

minimum wavelengths (PPMW). An alternative approach was presented by Bezdek et al.5

where FEM is only used in the solid parts and a boundary integral method is applied in the

fluid. Such approach reduces the computational complexity but assumes that the flowing

fluid is homogeneous.

In this paper we demonstrate an alternative approach called a pseudospectral time

domain (PSTD)6 method. Spatial derivatives are calculated using the Fourier collocation

method that reduces the PPMW value and allows the use of the fast Fourier transform

(FFT). Temporal integration is realized by the explicit Euler central finite difference scheme

for quiescent media and the third order Adams-Bashforth (AB3) method8 for media with

background flow. First, the PSTD method is verified against analytical solutions and the

benefits of using temporally and spatially staggered grids is discussed. Finally, a study

of a complete ultrasonic flow meter setup and its accuracy for various flow conditions is

presented.

2. Model of elastic/acoustic wave propagation

A lossless propagation of both elastic and acoustic waves in isotropic media can be modelled

by a system of first order partial differential equations of linear elasticity that couple particle

displacement velocity vi and stress σij
7

∂σij
∂t

= λδij
∂vk
∂xk

+ µ

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)
, (1)

ρ
∂vi
∂t

=
∂σij
∂xj

+ fi, (2)

where fi is the body force, xi, i = 1, 2, 3 are Cartesian position coordinates and λ, µ and

ρ denote the Lamé elastic constant, shear modulus and mass density respectively. In these

equations the Einstein summation convention is used. For infinite homogeneous media, the

material parameters are related to the compressional cp and shear wave velocities cs as

cp =

√
λ+ 2µ

ρ
, cs =

√
µ

ρ
. (3)
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The acoustic media are modelled by setting the shear modulus µ to zero. Assuming a

presence of background flow the governing equations become9

∂σij
∂t

= λδij
∂vk
∂xk

+ µ

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)
− λδijv0k

∂

∂xk

(σij
λ

)
, (4)

ρ
∂vi
∂t

=
∂σij
∂xj

+ fi − ρv0k
∂vi
∂xk
− ρvk

∂v0i

∂xk
, (5)

where v0i is the background flow velocity allowed to vary arbitrarily in time and space but

being zero in elastic media.

3. Numerical implementation

3.1. Fourier collocation method

Unlike the FEM, spectral methods use basis functions that are nonzero over the entire

domain and therefore approximate spatial derivatives at each point globally. Consider an

arbitrary interval of length l discretized into N evenly distributed points with step size ∆x

(l = ∆xN). The Fourier collocation method calculates spatial derivative as10

∂[.]

∂x
≈ Re

(
F−1 (ikF(.))

)
, (6)

where F and F−1 denote the discrete Fourier and inverse Fourier transform of a function

f(x) respectively, in this work defined as

F (f(x)) (k) = f̂(k) = ∆x

N∑
j=1

f(xj)e
−ikxj ,

F−1
(
f̂(k)

)
(x) = f(x) =

1

∆xN

N∑
j=1

e−ikjxf̂(kj),

(7)

and k is the vector of wavenumbers

k =

{[
−N

2 ,−N
2 + 1, ..., N2 − 1

]
2π

∆xN if N is even[
−N−1

2 ,−N−1
2 + 1, ..., N−1

2 − 1
]

2π
∆xN if N is odd

(8)

This intuitively suggests that these methods will develop issues for problems with discon-

tinuous parameters due to Gibbs phenomenon but as many studies already showed they

often outperform local approaches such as the FEM and FD11,12.
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3.2. Perfectly matched layers

The trigonometric interpolation used by the Fourier collocation inherently imposes peri-

odic boundary conditions. These cause waves leaving the domain on one side to instantly

reappear on the opposite side which is sometimes called wave-wrapping12. In this paper, we

suppress this issue by implementing perfectly matched layers (PML). This adds an extra

non-physical absorbing boundary layer around the domain of interest where all waves are

damped. One drawback is that this method requires all velocity and stress fields to be ar-

tificially split into components associated with only one spatial coordinate which increases

the number of unknowns by factor of two (2D) or three (3D) as the equations (4) and (5)

are modified as follows13

∂lσmn
∂t

= λδmn
∂vl
∂xl

+ µ

(
δnl

∂vm
∂xl

+ δml
∂vn
∂xl

)
− λδmnv0l

∂

∂xl

(σmn
λ

)
−Glσmn, (9)

∂lvm
∂t

=
1

ρ

∂σlm
∂xl

+
1

ρ
δlmfm − v0l

∂vm
∂xl
− vm

∂v0m

∂xl
−Glvm, (10)

where l,m, n = x, y, z. Note that the summation convention is not used in (9) and (10)

so the terms associated with different spatial derivatives are separated. Gl is the damping

parameter, in this work defined as

Gl = A(xl − xl0)n, (11)

where xl0 is the coordinate at the inner edge of the PML. The specific values of magnitude

A and order n have been chosen experimentally so the wave amplitudes at the periodic

boundaries get attenuated to the order of computational precision. It has been shown that

the convective terms together with the PML make rise to some unstable wave modes that

grow exponentially in the PML region14. Many works have been published where alternative

representation of the PML is given that is stable for homogeneous background flow even in

an arbitrary direction15 but there is no equivalently simple representation of such absorbing

layers for acoustic wave equation with inhomogeneous background flow. It has been however

found experimentally during this work that imposing multi-axial perfectly matched layers

(M-PML)16 suppresses these instabilities.

Gl = A(xl − xl0)n +Ar(1− δlm)(xm − xm0)n, (12)

where r is the PML ratio also chosen experimentally. Here, the summation convention is

used. The Gl is zero in the region of interest and gradually grows on the interface of the

domain and the PML up to values that are typically several orders of magnitude higher

than unknown kinematic and stress variables which might make the problem numerically

unstable. Fortunately, the governing equations are in the form of ∂R/∂t = GR+Q. As Tabei

et al.17 suggested, they can be rearranged in the equivalent representation as ∂(eGtR)/∂t =

eGtQ which is a more stable form for numerical implementation
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Fig. 1: Staggered grids: Temporal and spatial staggering (right), spatial staggering only

(left)

∂
(
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lσmn
)
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= eGlt

[
λδmn

∂vl
∂xl

+ µ

(
δnl

∂vm
∂xl

+ δml
∂vn
∂xl

)
− λδmnv0l

∂

∂xl

(σmn
λ

)]
, (13)

∂
(
eGlt

lvm
)

∂t
= eGlt

[
1

ρ

∂σlm
∂xl

+
1

ρ
δlmfm − v0l

∂vm
∂xl
− vm

∂v0m

∂xl

]
. (14)

3.3. Staggered grids and temporal finite difference schemes

Stability and efficiency of PSTD methods can be improved by introducing staggered grids

as in Ref. [3] and [12]. For all calculations the spatial staggering was implemented such that

the velocity and the stress components are evaluated on grids shifted by half of the grid

spacing ∆x/2 which modifies the spatial derivative (6) as

∂[.]

∂x±
≈ Re

(
F−1

(
ikei±∆x/2F(.)

))
. (15)

Temporal staggering was additionally implemented for cases of zero background flow and

equations were integrated with explicit leap-frog finite difference scheme. For the remaining

cases convective terms on the right hand side of (13), (14) introduce same unknowns as those

associated with the time derivative. In the other words, the equations are not interlaced

any more which is a necessary requirement for temporal staggering18 and in such case AB3

scheme was implemented instead. A schematic representation of the staggered grids we have

employed are shown in Figure 1.

4. Test cases

In this section we present two numerical verifications of the proposed method in two spatial

dimensions. The test cases have been chosen such that effects of the temporal staggering,

background flow and different time integration schemes can be discussed.
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4.1. Test case 1: Point source in unbounded homogeneous elastic medium

In this example we consider a point source in an infinite homogeneous quiescent medium.

A similar comparison was done by Firouzi et al.12 for the k-space model. The domain is

a square [−20, 20]x[−20, 20] mm with the compressional sound velocity cp = 1500 m.s−1,

shear velocity cs = 750 m.s−1 and the mass density of ρ = 1000 kg.m−3. The Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy number is set to CFL =
max(cp,cs)∆x

∆t = 0.2. The source is located in the

center of the domain xs = (0, 0) mm and a receiver is located at xr = (0, 10) mm. We use

the Ricker wavelet as an explosive source

f(t) = fx = fy =
(
1− 2π2f2

c (t− td)2
)
e−π

2f2c (t−td)2 , (16)

with center frequency fc = 0.6 MHz and time delay td = 3fc
2 . As there is no background flow

in this case the temporal staggering can be implemented. Performance of Central Euler, Leap

frog and 3rd order Adams-Bashforth finite difference schemes is examined by comparison

with an analytical solution that was evaluated by numerically convolving Green’s function19.

The relative L2 error as a function of PPMW is depicted in Figure 2 and a significant

improvement is observed for the central Euler when time-staggered meshes are used and the

relative error is below 0.5% already for PPMW ≈ 3.9. The Adams-Bashforth without the

time-staggering performs equally well and even though it requires more memory than the

other two methods it can be used for background flow cases and was therefore implemented

in the rest of this work. Figure 3 represents comparison between the analytical solution and

the proposed method with the AB3 used for time integration that show a good agreement.

4.2. Test case 2: Point source in a uniform mean flow

In this example we consider a point source in an infinite homogeneous acoustic medium with

constant background flow with only v0x component being non-zero. The explosive source,

the domain and the CFL is the same as in the previous test case. The sound velocities

are cp = 1500 m.s−1, cs = 0 m.s−1, Mach number M = v0x
cp

= 0.2 and the mass density

is ρ = 1000 kg.m−3. The temporal staggering was not implemented due to the difficulties

discussed in the previous section and AB3 method was therefore used.

Figure 4 represents comparison of the method and analytical solution given by

Watanabe20, this time as a snapshot for y = 0 mm at t = 10 µs. The curves are in a

good agreement and, as expected, the wave gets compressed/elongated as it propagates

against/with the flow.

It is generally known that convective terms can pose some stability and dispersion er-

ror issues when using an explicit time integration scheme21. Using the method of frozen

coefficients10 it can be shown that all eigenvalues λeig of the system (1), (2) discretized

with the Fourier collocation method are imaginary. Presence of the background flow v0k

introduces non-zero real parts to the eigenvalues and this is the reason why Central Euler

cannot be used as its stability region in the λeig(∆t) plane is an open imaginary interval.

The choice of the AB3 method was based on the fact that its stability region encloses a
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Fig. 2: Comparison of accuracy of PSTD method for different time integration schemes
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Fig. 4: Comparison of PSTD method and analytical solution at y = 0 mm, t = 10 µs, test

case 2

neighbourhood of the imaginary axis. There was no explicit stability condition found but

numerical experiments did not reveal any instabilities for M ≤ 0.5 and CFL ≤ 0.3 when

propagating a wave packet over a distance of 100 wavelengths which is well within the limits

of the presented study. Secondly, the AB3 method was checked for the numerical disper-

sion. Following the same procedure as Tam21 the normalized group velocity error cerror as

a function of 2πf∆t where f is the frequency is presented in Figure 5. In all simulations in

this work, the spatial discretization ∆x is calculated based on the desired PPMW value

∆x =
cmin

PPMWfc
, (17)

where cmin is the minimum sound velocity in the domain and fc is the center frequency of an

input signal. Assuming again the propagation distance over 100 wavelengths in a medium

with the highest sound velocity in the domain cmax and requiring that the trailing waves

caused by the dispersion errors should travel less than ∆x over such distance gives after

some manipulation the constraint

cerror ≤
cmin
cmax

1

PPMW100
. (18)

The time step ∆t is then always checked to satisfy this condition using the relation given

in Figure 5 but it was found that the accuracy requirements pose higher restrictions.
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5. Clamp-on flowmeter model

In this section we present a full model of a clamp-on transit time ultrasonic flowmeter and

discuss how this model is affected by the addition of a flow profile or inhomogeneities to

the medium.

5.1. Impact of the flow profile

TTUFs calculate the flow based on the transit time difference ∆t of signals propagating with

and against the flow. As the velocity is typically not the same across the entire cross section

the flow is averaged along the path the ultrasonic beam propagates. To compensate for a

specific velocity profile the so called hydraulic factor kh
1 is introduced into the equation for

calculating the flow22

v̄ = kh
c0

sinϑ0

tup − tdown
2tf0

, (19)

where tup and tdown are the transit times of ultrasonic signals propagating against and with

the flow respectively, tf0 is the transit time in quiescent fluid, c0 is the primary wave sound

velocity in the coupling wedge and ϑ0 is the angle of the ultrasonic beam in the wedge

with respect to pipe axis. All the parameters are depicted in Figure 6 which represents

longitudinal cross section of the center of the pipe.

The equation is derived in the two-dimensional (2-D) description which is an acceptable

assumption. The plane transducers and curved pipe wall create a line contact which reduces
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Fig. 6: Scheme of clamp-on TTUF

the received signal amplitude but has nearly no influence on the measurement accuracy22

which can be demonstrated by numerical analysis23. The following case studies are therefore

analysed in the 2-D description. Additional assumption that is made when deriving the flow

equation (19) is that the transducers generate plane waves which is not true for apertures

of finite sizes and the associated error becomes more prominent once the transducers are

shifted from their ideal positions as shown by Funck & Mitzkus22

We shall present a similar comparison as done by Luca et al.24. We verify our model for

several flow velocities for uniform and power law profile given in Ref. [1]

v(r) = vm

(
1− 2r

D

)p
, (20)

where r is the distance from the pipe axis, p depends on the Reynolds number Re

p = 0.25− 0.023 log10Re, (21)

Re =
v̄D

µ
, (22)

where D is the inner piper diameter, µ is the kinematic viscosity and vm is the velocity on

the pipe axis
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vm = v(0) = v̄ (1 + p)
(

1 +
p

2

)
. (23)

The uniform flow profile is simulated by simply setting p = 0. The pipe is made of steel

(cp = 5892.5 m.s−1, cs = 3200 m.s−1, ρ = 7850 kg.m−3) filled with water(cp = 1482 m.s−1,

cs = 0 m.s−1, ρ = 1024.4 kg.m−3), has the inner diameter D = 13.9 mm, wall thickness

hp = 3.73 mm and length 105 mm. Two clamp-on sensors are placed each on one side of

the pipe from the distance hw = 12 mm under the angle ϑ0 = 45o (resulting in the angle

in the fluid ϑf ≈ 25.5o) and aperture size of 15 mm. A typical coupling plastic material

ULTEM25 (cp = 2464 m.s−1, cs = 1092 m.s−1, ρ = 1280 kg.m−3) is defined in the entire

domain outside of the pipe. This is an acceptable approximation for some transducer designs

where the coupling wedge is long enough and the next several signal reflections that have

the most impact on the received signal take place on the pipe-wedge interface. The domain

is a square [−52.5, 52.5]x[−52.5, 52.5] mm discretized in 508x508 elements, CFL = 0.2 and

the PMLs are implemented so as to avoid wave wrapping issues. The simulation requires

approximately 360 MB of memory on a personal computer with quad-core CPU wih 2.6

GHz base frequency. Final time tf = 4.7x10−5 of one simulation is reached in 9100 s after

6650 iterations. The input signal is a train of eight sine pulses of the frequency f = 0.77

MHz multiplied by a Hamming window. The frequency was chosen based on the system

configuration with respect to ϑ0 and the pipe thickness hp so that a resonance in the pipe

wall is achieved resulting in a waveform that is easier to detect on the receiver side as

more energy is transmitted making the system robust to noise. A rigorous method how

to find harmonics of sandwiched elastic layers was performed by Ainslie26. An analogical

study related to this topic for inline ultrasonic flowmeters was presented by Willatzen27 who

demonstrated how correct thickness of a material coupled with the piezoceramic element

results in received signals with steep front edge. The transit time difference is calculated

by cross correlating up- and down-stream received signals and the correlation maximum is

approximated by a second order polynomial fit on the three points of the highest correlation

values. The received signal used for calculating the measurement error is a pressure normal to

the transducer plane σn averaged over the aperture width. Transducers are not modelled in

this study but it is assumed that two identical piezoceramic elements operating in thickness

mode would be normally used. In such case, they can be modelled as linear systems27

and should have no effect on the measurement error. Two snapshots of the simulation are

presented in Figure 7 showing the sonic beam before it enters the pipe (7a) and mode

conversion in the pipe wall and radiation into the fluid (7b).

In the first case we assume that the background velocity distribution v(r) is known and

the hydraulic factor kh can be calculated directly as1

kh = 1 +
p

2
. (24)

Results of this test are presented in Figure 8 and show low simulated measurement errors

below 0.5% which is likely due to numerical errors associated with grid discretization and
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(a) Simulation time t = 6.5 µs

(b) Simulation time t = 16 µs

Fig. 7: Simulation snapshots: distribution of the normal pressure σxx

the fact that the signal does not propagate in form of plane waves as discussed above. The

higher error for the power law profile possibly originates from the term ∂v0i
∂xk

in (5). The flow

profile is continuous but not smooth at r = 0 for p 6= 0 resulting in discontinuity in its first

derivative which in turn results in higher truncation errors compared to the uniform profile.

These results represent additional verification of the numerical model but do not mimic
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Fig. 8: Simulated measurement errors for a known flow profile

real-life scenarios. In the most typical flow metering application the flow profile is not known

and therefore an educated guess needs to be made. The transit times calculated previously

were used to calculate Reynolds number and subsequently factor kh based on the formula

given in Ref. [28].

kh = 0.889 + 0.0091 log10Re+ 0.0001 log2
10Re, (25)

which is an example of practical compensation for variations in flow profile used in commer-

cial flowmeters29. The results simulating the situation when the exact background velocity

distribution is unknown are presented in Figure 9, showing a significant difference between

the measurement errors for the uniform and power law case. The formula for the hydraulic

factor is designed for typical flow profiles encountered in practical applications and there-

fore the power law situation gives much lower measurement error compared to the uniform

flow case that is practically very difficult to achieve. Although the high error for uniform

flow profile is expected in this scenario an overall message is that a correct flow profile

assumption has a significant impact on the measurement error.

5.2. Impact of flow inclusions

The flow equation (19) is derived under the assumption of a homogeneous medium. How-

ever, in many practical applications flowing media consist of two or more substances. One

example is a bubbly flow of gas/liquid mixture. This can affect the received signal signifi-

cantly depending on the acoustic impedance difference of the inclusions and the surrounding
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Fig. 9: Simulated measurement errors for an unknown flow profile

medium as well as the inclusion diameter compared to the wavelength of the acoustic sig-

nal in the flowing medium. In this study an impact of a single inclusion is investigated.

The pipe is again filled with water, has the inner diameter D = 13.9 mm, wall thickness

hp = 3.73 mm and length 50 mm, wedge height hw = 6 mm, the angle ϑ0 = 45o and aperture

size of 6.1 mm. The domain is a square [−25, 25]x[−25, 25] mm discretized in 186x186 el-

ements, CFL = 0.2 and the input signal is a train of eight sine pulses of the frequency

f = 0.77 MHz multiplied by the Hamming window. A circular inclusion was placed in the

center of the pipe directly in the sonic path. The inclusion has a diameter d and is considered

to be an air bubble but instead of assigning material properties of air at the specific grid

nodes an alternative approach was taken by directly imposing zero values on stress variables

at each stage of the time integrationa, resulting in total reflection on the boundary which

is an acceptable approximation considering high air/water impedance mismatch. This way

we avoid numerical issues that would be associated with a spectral differentiation of mass

density.

The results presented in Figure 10 show received signals for various inclusion diameters.

For the given frequency of the input signal the width of the acoustical wave-front in water

is approximately 11 mm. As expected the signal gets attenuated with growing inclusion

size but more importantly the envelope changes its shape for greater diameters and the

signal gets more wide-banded which can be clearly seen from the frequency spectrum of

aIn case of quiescent media (v0k = 0), imposing zero values on stress is identical to setting Lamé parameters
to zero
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the signals shown in Figure 11. This can cause problems in the real flow measurement

application where upstream and downstream received signals under bubbly flow regime are

typically not captured at the very same moment. One can think of a scenario in which one

signal propagates through clean fluid while the other one faces a bubble. These different

conditions violate the reciprocity of the system and the envelope distortion can result in a

faulty calculation of the transit time difference if signals are not correlated properly.
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Fig. 10: Impact of the inclusion size on the received signal

and limits of effective media approaches

6. Conclusion

A goal of this work was to create a model able to simulate a clamp-on ultrasonic flow

meter under various sorts of flow conditions. For that purpose the PSTD method solving

the equations of linear elasticity with background flow was developed. The method was

validated against analytical solutions showing good agreement and superior performance

with respect to required PPMW compared to other numerical approaches. The study of flow

profile influence confirmed the necessity of proper utilisation of hydraulic factor to avoid

false flow rate readings and promising performance capabilities were shown for analyzing

more complicated two-phase flow, with the possibility to analyze attenuation by bubbles.

The method revealed that received waveform can become significantly distorted violating

the assumption of reciprocity of upstream and downstream received signals. Great care

must be taken when calculating difference of transit times in such situations. The current
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Fig. 11: Frequency spectrum of received signals for different inclusion sizes

formulation doesn’t employ any attenuation mechanisms and further studies considering

clusters of inhomogeneities as well as comparison against real measurements should be

performed. Additionally, situations where frequency of the input signal is close to harmonics

of the second phase inclusions or when acoustic impedance of the second phase is closer to

the ambient medium should be investigated. This is a subject to future work.
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